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In this paper we examine two categories of search results retrieved in re-
sponse to product queries. This classifi cation refl ects the two main kinds 
of user intents — product reviews and online shops. We describe the train-
ing and test samples, classifi cation features, and the classifi er’s structure. 
Our fi ndings demonstrate that this method has good quality and perfor-
mance suitable for real-world applications.
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1. Introduction

Recently the diversity of search results has gained the attention of information 
retrieval researchers and practitioners. When considering the diversity of search 
results we shift the emphasis from the relevance of a single query-document pair 
to the relationships between documents in the result list and search engine results 
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page (SERP) as a whole. The diversity of search results has many aspects [1] that are 
associated with the incompleteness of available information. Ambiguous queries are 
a classic example, when a diverse SERP could compensate for the lack of knowledge 
about the actual needs of the user. For instance, the Russian query [алые паруса] 
(scarlet sails) may refer to the novel by Alexander Grin, its screen version of 1961, 
a retail chain, a residential complex in Moscow, or a school graduation day celebra-
tion in St. Petersburg. When it is impossible to disambiguate the query, we can try 
to organize the result list the way it refl ects the different intents of the query (how 
to identify these intents and what method to choose to structure SERP are other 
problems). Another aspect is the ambiguity associated with the actual users. For 
example, the query [fi xed assets amortization] might be issued by an experienced 
accountant or a college student doing her/his homework. Accordingly, if we cannot 
obtain additional information, the search results may contain documents address-
ing topics on different levels. Another consideration is the genre variety of docu-
ments in the results: documents on the same topic, but of different types. For ex-
ample, the results for [large hadron collider] may contain both news and popular 
science articles.

In our work, we consider the problem of diversity for queries about the prod-
ucts traditionally offered in online shops. The spectrum of these products is well 
presented on the shopping comparison service Yandex.Market (http://market.
yandex.ru) and includes electronics, photo and home appliances, mobile phones, 
computers, etc. The typical examples of online shopping queries are queries like 
[samsung g400], [home air conditioner], and [netbooks review]. We estimate the 
share of such queries at about 4 % of the whole query stream on Yandex. The 
range of users’ needs behind such queries can be quite broad. However, the ma-
jority of users either want to: 1) know what is being offered, make the choice, 
examine the product’s characteristics, compare it with similar products — these 
are the steps usually leading to the purchase of a product presented on Yandex.
Market — or 2) make the actual order or purchase. These user intents correspond 
to two types of documents: 1) online product surveys and reviews and 2) web-
shop pages where users can make an order. Of course, these intents do not cover 
the full range of users’ needs — people may use the same queries to search for 
technical documentation, spare parts, service and repair shops, accessories, soft-
ware for devices, classified ads, etc. However, the two aforementioned needs are 
prevalent.

In our work, we are not offering methods to achieve search result diversity, but 
showing, instead, how to create preconditions for it by addressing the problem of clas-
sifying web documents into reviews and online shops (see for example [2] on diver-
sity-based search results optimization). We defi ne as “reviews” detailed and thorough 
professional or editorial reviews, while excluding short user opinions. Digital Photog-
raphy Review (http://dpreview.com/) is a good example of such content.

In the rest of the paper we give an overview of related work on web document 
classifi cation (Section), describe the requirements for and the resulting structure 
of classifi ers (Section), specify our data (Section), defi ne classifi cation features (Sec-
tion 0), and present evaluation results (Section 6). Section 7 is the conclusion.
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2. Related work

Various web page classifi cations are widely used in web appli cations, including 
web search. Web document categorization is used to improve search quality, build 
vertical searches, fi lter spam, to categorize user queries, etc. In contrast to tradi-
tional methods of text document classifi cation, web page classifi cation can be based 
on a wider range of features including those based on document structure, HTML 
tags, metadata, hyperlinks, URLs and user behavior. The problem of classifying web 
documents can be complicated by clutter such as advertisements, navigation bars, etc. 
Since the pioneering work by Joachims [4] SVM (Support Vector Machine) is a method 
widely used to classify text documents.

Page classification into reviews and online shops is an example of genre 
classification. A detailed survey of the approaches to and methods of genre clas-
sification is presented in [5]. At least two noteworthy papers dealing with the 
analysis of web documents appeared after the survey had been published. Meyer 
zu Eissen and Stein [6] conducted a user study spawning a set of eight web genres 
useful for web search, and built a corpus containing these genres. Along with the 
surface and linguistic features traditionally used in genre analysis, their study 
employed HTML-based features. The method was implemented as a plug-in for 
the Firefox browser that enriches Google snippets with genre labels [7]. Lim et al. 
[8] expanded this approach even further and made use of a wider range of fea-
tures (326 in total), including various surface, lexical, syntactic, HTML, and URL 
features.

Mindset, a Yahoo! research project [9], allowed users to rank search results 
based on their commercial or informational value. In addition to the standard 
query box, Mindset had a slider that the user could move between «shopping» and 
«researching», changing the appearing results from less to more commercial. Un-
fortunately, the project is now closed, and the implementation details have not 
been published.

Dai et al. [10] solved the problem of detecting user’s online commercial intention. 
In order to accomplish this task they constructed a classifi er of commercial and non-
commercial web pages. Classifi cation was performed using SVM in the space of terms, 
term occurrences in the document’s body and HTML-tags were counted separately 
(thus, n terms generated 2n features). The training sample contained 5,375 pages, 
2,820 of them were labeled as commercial. The authors obtained good results with 
precision 93.0 % and recall 92.5 % for the commercial pages class. The demo classifi er 
is available online [11].

Paper [12] describes a simple client-side tool that classifi es commercial (i. e. 
online shops’ product pages) vs. noncommercial pages. Classifi cation is performed 
based on different features: presence of images and product descriptions, indication 
of price, “buy” button, URL, etc. Classifi cation is followed by product name and price 
extraction.

The problem of fi ltering product reviews from search results is addressed in [13]. 
The task was solved based on result snippets: experimental dataset contained 1,200 
Google snippets for queries in the form [product_name + “review”]. The features used 
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for classifi cation were terms in the title, URL, and snippet itself. The fi nal classifi er 
combined the result of SVM classifi er and heuristic rules.

Product review classifi cation, based on label propagation over click graphs was 
considered, among other classifi cation problems, in [14]. A sample of 10,000 positive 
and negative examples was used for learning with gradient boosting of decision trees. 
Different features were used: text (unigrams and bigrams in various structural parts 
of the document, the number of words in the document, the number of capitalized 
words), link (properties of incoming and outgoing links), URL (length and presence 
of certain tokens), and HTML features (presence of specifi c tags). The best results for 
review class reported by the authors: precision — 63.96 %, recall — 73.97 %.

3. Classifi er

Our goal was to build a classifi er suitable for a large-scale web search engine 
capable to process billions of web pages in re asonable time. So, performance was 
as crucial as the quality of classifi cation. Consequently we were restricted to employ 
only light-weight features that could be extracted by one-pass page scan. We opted for 
embedding the classifi er into the search engine’s indexing pipeline. Even though it led 
to even harder effi ciency restrictions, we could easily employ tokenization, lemmati-
zation, language detection and other results available at indexing time.

For learning we used LIBSVM [15], an implementation of SVM. To compose 
a three-class classifi er out of binary classifi ers (shop — other, review — other) 
we had two options:

• Parallel classifi er. The page is processed by both classifi ers independently. 
As a result, some pages can be assigned to both classes (shop and review).

• Sequential classifi er. Negative (other) output of the shop classifi er is fed 
to review classifi er.
In fact, these options differ insignifi cantly. In both cases we had to extract all 

features at once (see Section 5). Since web shop pages account for about 4 % (see Sec-
tion 6) of the web (the reviews share is much less), sequential scheme does not save 
much computations.

4. Data

To classify a signifi cant portion of the indexed documents (excluding only docu-
ments in a language other than Russian and very short  documents), we constructed 
problem-driven training and test sets consisting of the documents returned to product 
queries on Yandex. This approach supposes that we can automatically detect queries 
of the target class. The problem of classifying queries is beyond the scope of this paper 
(for example, [3] describes a method for detecting product queries with high precision 
and recall).

In order to build the training sample, we randomly sampled 100 queries from 
the list of manually tagged product queries. For each query we downloaded top10 
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documents from Yandex SERP. The total number of downloaded pages was 979 (some 
pages were inaccessible and other were fi ltered out as non-Russian). The set was la-
beled by a Yandex assessor. Each web page had to be assigned to exactly one class: 
shop, review or misc. If a page had properties of both the shop and the review 
class (e. g. a shop page with a detailed product description), then it had to be labeled 
as shop (i. e. shop label overrides review label). Table 1 shows the break-down 
of the sample.

Table 1. Learning sample for shop classifi er

Class # of pages 

Shop 301
Review 87
Misc 591
Total 979

Initial experiments with this sample showed that its size does not allow for 
a learning review classifi er of a satisfactory quality. So, we used this sample for the 
learning shop classifi er only. To train the review classifi er, we composed a syn-
thetic learning sample. It contained 150 review pages, 150 miscellaneous pages 
from the initial training sample labeled as misc. Also, we added 50 long docu-
ments collected manually (biographies, encyclopedia entries, etc.). Table 2 shows 
this breakdown.

Table 2. Learning sample for review classifi er

Class # of pages

Review 150
Misc 150
Long docs 50
Total 350

The test sample was obtained the same way as the shop training sample: 
we downloaded and labeled top10 from the Yandex results for 100 product queries. 
Table 3 shows the structure of the test sample.

Table 3. Test sample

Class # of pages

Shop 431
Review 101
Misc 557
Total 1089
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5. Classifi cation features

5.1. Shop classifi er

We used different feature groups for classifi cation: term, textual, lexical, HTML, 
and URL features.

Term features. We identifi ed the most informative term-features based on mu-
tual information. For performance reasons, we did not consider the semantic or the vi-
sual structure of a document (document’s main content, navigation, headers, footers 
etc.). As expected, the most contrasting terms were магазин, рубль, каталог, цена, 
прайс, and корзина (shop, ruble, catalog, price, and basket). The full list of terms used 
for classifi cation consisted of about one hundred terms.

HTML features. The main high-level feature of a shop page is a possibility 
to make an order. We used two features aimed at detecting the “buy” button:

• number of specifi c keywords (купить — buy, заказать — order, etc.) in links 
and buttons;

• number of HTML-tags (img, button, etc.) with words “cart”, “basket”, “order” etc. 
in attributes.
Lexical features. We used the list of trademarks and brands on the Yandex.

Market comparison shopping service (excluding commonly used words and the 
names consisting of two and more words). This list generated two features: the 
number of words from the list on the page and the number of unique words from 
the list.

URL feature. Many tokens in URLs are good cues for classifi cation of a page 
as a web shop. This feature refl ected the number of specifi c terms, such as product, 
shop, itemID, etc. in the URL.

5.2. Review classifi er

Term features. By analogy with the shop classifi er, we selected the most infor-
mative terms for the review classifi cation. Since lexical variety of reviews is much 
higher than that of shop pages, the list of contrasting words was much longer and ex-
ceeded 7,000 words. The most informative terms for review class were рынок, взгляд, 
автор, обзор, комментарий, маленький, and китайский (market, view, author, re-
view, comment, small, and Chinese).

Textual features. Textual features were document’s length in words and charac-
ters and sentence length distribution.

Lexical features. The list of 165 manually collected appraisal adjectives — 
хороший, прекрасный, великолепный, плохой, отвратительный, ужасный, etc. 
(good, excellent, magnifi cent, bad, disgusting, awful, etc.) — produced two features: 
the total number of words from the list and the number of unique words.
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6. Results

Classifi cation results with various feature groups for the test sample are pre-
sented in tables 4 and 5.

Table 4. Online shop classifi cation results

Set of features Precision Recall

Terms only 0.918 0.809
HTML features only 0.894 0.491
Term + HTML features 0.934 0.800
Term + lexical features 0.910 0.807
Term + URL features 0.876 0.856
All features 0.937 0.837

Table 4 shows that classifi cation based on terms only produced good results. 
Adding HTML markup features, i. e. detecting “buy” button, increased precision 
of classifi cation. These fi ndings support the results shown by Dai et al. [10]: term 
features and HTML tags work well even with a learning sample of a modest size. 
The observation that lexical features generated from the list of vendors and brands 
impair the quality of classifi cation can be explained by the fact that almost all pages 
returned in response to a commercial query already contain brand names. The fea-
tures would probably have increased the quality, if we evaluated classifi cation re-
sults on a sample of random web pages. Adding URL features reduced precision, but 
increased recall. A set of all presented features provided the best precision for shop 
class (0.937).

Table 5. Review classifi cation results

Set of features Precision Recall

Terms only 0.644 0.861
Term + URL features 0.643 0.841
Term + lexical features 0.625 0.861
Term + textual features 0.681 0.891

As expected, the quality of review classifi er was much lower, considering the 
diversity of the class members and the shallow features we used. The lexical and URL 
features did not contribute to classifi cation quality. The term and textual features pro-
vided the best precision for review class (0.681).

Tables 4 and 5 show the results of parallel classifi cation (i. e. the entire test sam-
ple was processed by both classifi ers, see Section). Superimposition of classifi ers’ re-
sults showed that only 16 pages were assigned both to shop and review (all these 
16 pages were labeled as shop by a human assessor). The results of the three-class 
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classifi er (shop label overrides review label) are shown in Table 6 (true classes 
in rows, classifi cation output in columns).

Table 6. Confusion matrix of the three-class classifi er

Shop Review Misc Recall

Shop 361 3 67 0.84
Review 1 90 10 0.89
Misc 23 23 511
Precision 0.94 0.78

To check the hypothesis that the shop classifi er will perform well even on ar-
bitrary documents (not only on documents returned to specifi c queries), we sampled 
randomly 56,768 Russian pages from Yandex’s index. 2,071 pages were automati-
cally labeled as shop, 1,908 of the labels (3.6 % of the initial sample) were approved 
by a human, which resulted in precision 0.92.

7.  Conclusion and future work

In this paper we presented a genre classifi er classifying search results retrieved 
by product queries into two classes refl ecting the two main intents of the user — prod-
uct reviews and online shops. The aim of this classifi cation is to compensate for the 
lack of knowledge about the actual needs of the user by providing a diversity of search 
results.

In the future our work will center around:
• information extraction from web shop and product review pages: product name, 

its category, price, etc.;
• improving quality of the product review classifi cation. To bootstrap the results, 

we plan to calculate linguistically richer features in off-line mode;
• investigating the possibilities on taking page segmentation into account (i. e. 

page main content, navigation, etc.) to improve classifi cation accuracy, as some 
studies on web page classifi cation suggest.
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